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PREFACE

Ιη Novembeτ 20|3 the ΙΙΙ Intemational Workshop of Karamanlidika Studies
was held ßη Ughisar. It is very fortunate that this academic meeting took place
ßη Cappadocia, the place rvhere α large number of Turkish-speaking Rums
liyed for centuries υρ until the Population Exchange. One study ßη the book
refers to the yocabulary used ßη rural, everyday life which these people left
behind ßη their birthplace.

The singularity of the Workshop held οη 2"d Novembeτ 20|3 ιryas that it
brought together both ηειν and younger people, young men and rvomen vrho
have expressed α desire to become involved ßη this aoademic field, Α key
conoem of the orgarιizers of this aoademic meeting ιvas to give nerv
colleagues the chance to meet one another, to hear about each other's rrork, so
as to encoιrrage bonds and collaboration betιryeen them, and also for them to
be given the opportunity to get to know some of the older colleagues ßη the
sector. Moreover the rvorkshops that we are trying to organize οη α regular
basis also ρΙαγ α coordinating role, to create netιryorks of communication
betrryeen people involved ßη Karamanlidika studies, as there is α pressing need
for cooperation to crosscheck individual observations and assumptions ßη the
academic research that is already underιvay. Those not participating ßη the
Workshop ιvere rvithout α doubt many more than those that did. That is why
they rvere oalled υροη to contribute to the publication of the book, as
unforiunately the tough economic times ßη which rrye live do not allow for
larger events.

Α oouple of words about the contenis of the book before γου, α book
which reflects the objectives involved ßη the organization of the Workshop
and also the status ofthe research as regards the abundance oftopics studied,
as well as the dearth or lack of others.

The first section entitled Language, Literafure and Culture includes
lhirteen studies of varied oontent. The majoriφ focus οη the topio 'identity
and altemity' from various angles, each vrith the text as field of arιalysis, α
ιrniverse ßη ιvhich the rvriter, the reader, the time and the moment coexist. The
example of Βαβυλωνßα (Babylonia) by Yyzantios and Bir Namus fuIeselesi by
Mahmut Yesari shows that the literary theme is but the space rvhere the
identity of the 'other' is revealed and that ultimately the text serves as αη
image.

Approaohing identity by querying difference is the basic charaoteristic of
some of the other studies ßη the same section. Karamanlidika book production,
the overvrhelming majority of vrhich is knovrn to be translations, adaptations,
collections and hybrid products of osmosis, is the creation of α historical
conjuncture linked to α cultural oontext. It is ßη other words the field for the
sfudy of α wider process of cultural transfer, ßη which the process of intake,
assimilation and differentiation can be detected. Ιt is α loom οη which α
variety of processes are \ryo,ven, the key one being the path from the
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transmitter to the receiver. Consequently the translations ßη Karamanlidika of
European and Greek essays oome under historical research as they mainly
inolude social and cultural phenomena, evidenoe of the diverse, hierarchical
relations betrryeen culfures. Studies ßη the first section of the book present the
phenomenon of cultural exchange arιd penetration, as well as efforts made
through name changes and alterations to the ideological oontent so as to make
the vrork more relevant to the receiyer. Vocabulary used ßη translations of
theological and dogmatic rvorks, catechisms is studied alongside the context
of the cultural enyironment ßη vrhich it was found. This production of
translations could οηΙγ be promoted through its historical references, namely
ßη relation to the prevalence of the lvluslim population ßη Anatolia, both
culturally and demographically, after the end of the Byzantine Empire.

The studies ßη this section reflect the τναγ ßη which consciences, identities
and diversities rryere shaped amidst arι enyironment of social, oultural and
religious interactions within the geographical area of the Ottoman Empire.
From the Karamanlidika example, ßη rvhioh more than one cultures meet, and
which shoιrys that intercultural relations ßιτε not necessarily interpolar ßη
nature, \γε òαη observe the translating phenomenon during the 19ft and early
20ý century. Karamanlidika book production constitutes therefore α
wonderful field for observing the role of the intermediary, the mediator, and
consequently our research desiderata must also include the study of the
mediating role of Greek or Armeno-Turkish printed matter, ßη other rryords its
position midvray betvreen the original Westem ινοτΚ and the Karamarιlidika
version. Ι believe that recent quests and the interest shown over the last felπ
years ßη the position of translation ßη Ottoman literature vrill contribýe to the
further improvement of similar research ßη Karamanlidika studies.

Ιη the Workshop programme the theme of six of the fourteen papers refers
to α Karamanlidika periodioal or ηε\λ/sραρετ. Ιt was time, seeing as α host of
ηε\ι/ researchers have been trained, to launch α systematic indexing. So some
research ιvas assigned to amass information included ßη the Turkish press
written ßη Greek characters that has been located υρ to present. The gradual
creation of α database will clearly constitute the crucial step that ινßΙΙ expedite
the progress of Karamanlidika studies. The importance of the Karamanlidika
press has repeatedly been highlighted. Pφers at our previous rvorkshops and
oooasional publications by our colleagues have emphasized this and it is
significant that colleagues, ινhο ßη the past have contributed their studies ßη
this field, have retumed to this interesting theme ßη this book.

The seoond section of the book entitled 'The Press' contains eight
projects, some of which are infrastructure projects, and other studies οη
subjects from the wide range of topics offered by the press. ΑΙΙ of them open
υρ ne\ry topios ßη researohing Karamanlidika studies and demonstrate the need
for corresponding research projects to be commissioned ßη the field of the
Armeno-Turkish press. Ιη general they shorv the need for the press of ηοη-
Muslim subjects to be crosschecked and for it to be compared \yith the
material from nevrspapers and periodicals that rryere available printed ιvith the
Arabio alphabet ßη the later years of the Ottoman ετα, α very significant
historical period, so that identities and diversities may be also located there.
The creation of α database οη Karamanlidika press, accessible to αΙΙ, must be
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given prioriφ. We αΙΙ have need of it. The project is already underrvay, thanks
to the gΙoundwork done by the Workshop, and some infrastructure projects
included ßη the book ιryill constitute the first contributions to the database,
along with αΙΙ those periodicals indexed υρ to present, with more follorving οη
ßη the future.

The two final collectiye volumes of Karamanlidika Studies, rvhile
containing the Proceedings of the Workshops, αfε independent of the
Symposia. They contain studies that were not included ßη the Symposia
programmes, with the aim of accumulating as many research fields as
possible and undertaking more complex inteφretations. Today, giving by rvay
of introduction to this volume, αη account of the Workshop held οη 2"d
November 2013, we can say that some of the objectives set while planning the
third academic meeting οη Karamanlidika Studies haye been achieved. Ιη αΙΙ
probability along with the discussion that will follow publication, vre shall be
able to reformulate our issues, and that vrould be the most significant.

Athens, 2 November 2014
Evangelia Balta
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